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INTRODUCTION

The Law on Secondhand Goods, Act 1955 (Law No. 23 of 1955) was promulgated in

1955 to regulate the dealing in secondhand goods in the RSA and the SAPS enforce

compliance.

The Law empowers the Minister of Safety and Security to promulgate a new law and

by regulations, amend the Law when he deems it necessary.

Since the current Law was promulgated many amendments have been passed and

enforced. Due to a new political dispensation in the RSA in 1995, a new Constitution

and Bill of Rights as well as the liberalization and rapid expansion of the economy in

the R.S.A. and the acceleration of the crime rate, the Law has become apparently

inadequate, outdated and according to the SAPS useless.

Against this background it has now become necessary to repeal the current Law and

promulgate a new Law to assist the SAPS to combat crime and regulate and audit the

flow of secondhand goods in the RSA more strictly.

The S.D.P.B., its members and associates supports new legislation and are fully

committed to comply to all legislation that is fair, just and implementai, but it is

crucially important that the Law must deal equitably with crime prevention and

detection as well as ensuring and promoting all business development in all

secondhand sectors with emphasis on small business development taking cognoscente

of the fact that previously disadvantaged, emerging entrepreneurs must be empowered

to enter the growing Secondhand business industry legally and effectively without

being over regulated as well as the expertise and knowledge required of technology

and access to intricate knowledge of business and systems management.

It is our opinion that the new Bill, although very necessary, will not in its current form

promote growth in the micro, small, medium and large secondhand business

enterprise in the RSA but strangle the industry. In this presentation we will endeavor

to identify shortcomings and problem areas and explore possible solutions and

recommendations. This presentation is intended to constructively analyze the new

Draft Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act.

It is important to note that there has been very little or no academical studies done and

statistics are non -existent concerning the total secondhand industry in the R.S.A. The

reasons are complex but mainly due to the diversity and scope of the industry and it

has always been the black sheep of the economy. All information in this presentation

was obtained from statistics and information gathered by traveling from province to

province and interrogating dealers, members of the SAPS, legal advisors, accountants,

the public and studying an enorrnous volume of court cases relevant to the

secondhand goods trade in the R.S.A. contact was also made and information
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obtained from the British and American Pawnbrokers and Secondhand Dealers

Associations.
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We informed the SAPS that the l't draft act needed much amendment and was totally

unconstitutional and not implement able. The reasons were mainly that the Namibian

Act was unconstitutional if compared with R.S.A. Constitution and it could regulate a

market with a total population of 1.8 million people but not in the R.S.A. where the

population in Soweto alone exceeds 2 million people.

Since then the current draft Bill has evolved on which we hereby comment'

The draft Bill as it now stands will destroy the existing General Secondhand Dealer

and pawnbroker trade and definitely eliminate the chance of disadvantage, emerging

entrepreneurs to enter and establish in this growing, small and medium enterprise

sector.

It is our opinion that it would cause mass civil disobedience and the market will

function underground where criminal elements will regulate'

Informed high-ranking SAPS members in the R.S.A. and academics, who prefer to

remain anonymous, all reported after studying the Act that the SAPS would not be

able to police the new Act effectively an intentionally due to many reasons'

Some comments are worth mentioning
(a) Lack of manpower in the SAPS
(b) Lack of resources and technology in the SAPS
(c) Lack of specialist training
(d) The scope of the Act which is restrictive and expensiv-e to comply with

and is frrst world legislation being implemented in a 3'd world emerging

economy
(e) The level of expertise and capital required by raw emerging entrepreneurs

to comply administratively to the new Act is non-existent'
(0 The Act offers no guidelines to interpretation of the implementation and an

entrepreneur could receive a 3-yearjail sentence for not recording a

crushed aluminium cold drink can.
(g) The Act conflicts with the Constitution and Bill of Rights and many other

laws such as Labour Laws, Common Law and Usury Act etc'

(h) The Act is "draconic" and administratively too costly to comply with-

(i) The level of expertise available and discretion offered to a glass roots level

SAPS member without strict clear regulations and guidelines to

interpretation would cause chaos and many legal claims against the

government as well as costly declaration orders.

The S.D.P.B. share these views.

Most or all of the possible affected second hand sectors are interlinke4 yet uniquely

different but have one common feature that they deal in second hand goods.

Corporate furniture retail chains and large independents procure goods from trade-ins,

engineering and engine rebuilding businesses procure second hand engines,
gearboxes, axles, etc., buy from private sellers, scrap yards, garages and even import

to rebuild and trade-in old broken down goods or refurbished goods and every sector

listed does so, all exploiting residual value locked-up in the second hand goods for
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profit. Jewellers and sport traders etc all participate in the second hand trade but the

dynamics differ totally from sector to sector.

To exempt certain categories and not others would be discriminatory and

unconstitutional as well as unproductive from a police audit point of view. To target

registered general dealers and pawn shops only to monitor and regulate a possible 27o

of the potential stolen goods in the market does definitely not combat crime.

The time spent by SAPS members inspecting registered dealers and to prosecute such

dealers for frivolous, administrative mistakes e.g. the exact time when goods were

not combat cri
red dea luctant to co with the

crime while every elected parliamentarian politician and minister involved in fightinB

crime. constantly invites the communitv to form partnerships with crime prevention

and detection. Refer ANNEX (A)
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Compact History of the S.D.P.B.

The S.D.P.B. was initiated in 1987 when certain stakeholders, mainly general

Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers identified, that chaos was the norrn in the

industry. On the one side there was the SAPS endeavoring to enforce the Law

through ground level members of the SAPS who were ill informed with widely

differing interpretations of the Law and on the other hand a business community who

were similarly ignorant of the Law, backed by ill informed lawyers and accountants.

Much of these tendencies still prevail to date.

The S.D.P.B., since its inception, has done intensive studies of all Laws applicable to

the secondhand trade for e.g.
a) Lawon Secondhand Goods
b) Common Law
c) Criminal Procedure Act
d) Law of Lien
e) Law ofPossession

0 Constitutional Law
g) Commercial Law
h) Usury Act - shortly to be repealed and a new law Credit Agreement

Act to take its place.
Tax Law
Labour Laws

The S.D.P.B. is the only entity known in the R.S.A. that has done so and is the most

knowledgeable of the secondhand goods trade, all sectors from a legal, administrative

and SAPS perspective.

The S.D.P.B. is logistically supported and advised by senior advocates, attomeys,

academics and academically institutions, chartered accountants, members and private

individuals who are, in some cases,4tn and 5t" generation secondhand dealers in RSA'

The S.D.P.B. is a registered Article 21 company functioning as a consultative

advisory body to its members, associates, SAPS and whoever requires information or

assistance in all matters conceming the secondhand goods trade. It is a non profit

organization. The board of directors of the body is all active secondhand dealers

except the executive chairman who is an appointed member and receives benefits. All

other directors are elected or co-opted officials who have a passion for the

secondhand trade and industry and are voluntary, unpaid officials. Funds are
generated fiom membership fees, donations and the supply and sales of stationary

required by the secondhand trade.

The appointed executive chairman Mr. T. Fuhri is well known to most senior high-

ranking SAPS officials at SAPS head office. He is also a member of the Executive

Committee of the Northwest Provincial Community Police Forum as well as the main

advisor to the M.E.C. of Safety and Security in the Province, concerning such matters.

He is chairperson for Potchefstroom C.P.F. since 1995, chairman SUB Area C.P-F.

i)
i)
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Board Potchefstroom, chairman, Mooi River C.P.F. Communif Policing Board since
1997.

The S.D.P.B. does in depth studies of all relevant legislation, maintains records of all
relevant court cases and SAPS investigations and maintain an up to date data bank of
such information. The information is supplied to members, advocates, attorneys,
SAPS and prosecutors free of charge to assist in combating crime and ensure fair and
just application and interpretation of the Law.

The board designs procedures and systems and supply formats of all legal compliant
documents such as contracts and SAPS registers required by the total Secondhand
trade and Pawn brokers. The members, associates and all interested parties are
supplied with updated information and news by email and news letters on a regular
basis and a24hottr hotline service is available to members, industry, SAPS and
public who requires assistance, support and information.

The S.D.P.B. has a clear Mission Statement Rules and Regulations and through its
pro-active intervention has been instrumental in assisting the SAPS in combating
crime. It is very proud of the fact that high-ranking assistant police commissioners
have issued instructions and recommendations that the S.D.P.B. must be consulted in
crime prevention.

Since its inception, the S.D.P.B., by its intentional and pro-active efforts, have been
successful, in close co-operation with the SAPS, to bring some order to the
secondhand trade. Its efforts have gone a long way in educating the secondhand
business community and the SAPS on how to interpret and enforce all relevant
legislation. Pro-active intervention by the S.D.P.B., in co-operation with high-ranking
officials of the SAPS, have solved many problems over the years and it was done
through negotiation, respect and training.

The S.D.P.B. is inhibited in its operations, growth potential and effectiveness by the
lack of legislation that could force registration of Secondhand Dealers and
Pawnbrokers to a watch dog organizrtron such as the S.D.P.B. Membership is
voluntary and the market has many classes of secondhand dealers, resulting in each
sector being uniquely different from the next, each with its own dynamics and
function in the total market and economy of the R.S.A. The S.D.P.B. has members in
and associates in most of the catesories.

The S.D.P.B. has an in-depth knowledge of all these markets and industries. It has
been proven beyond any doubt that the S.D.P.B. is most knowledgeable on the [,aw'
on Secondhand goods, SAPS procedures and regulations than the most seniqr
management executives, advocates, attomeys^and prosecutors. c
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paper, n'letal, containers, glass etc'
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15. Secondhand Aviation Spare and Body Part lndustry
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Scope of the Secondhand Market in the R.S.A.

We emphasize for every conceivable commodity marketed or sold in the R.S.A. or
sold in the R.S.A. a secondhand market develops parallel to that market. This is a fact
worldwide.

If any residual value remains locked up in any comrnodity such value will be
exploited for capital gain and profit if only for its scrap, recyclable value.

What is not considered is that the traffic in NEW stolen goods equals the secondhand
trade in volume.

Syndicates operate across the country. They employ aliens from other countries to
hijack and steal goods. They have teams of bandits who steal from large chain stores,
factories, mines, small independent dealers and government departments. They also
participate in removing goods from imported containers etc.

This market is so sophisticated that virtually any conceivable NEW goods can be
ordered through a sophisticated chain of procurement and has it supplied at ridiculous
low prices to any destination in the R.S.A. Because such goods are new they are not
regulated. These markets include such commodities as raw gold, diamonds,
commercial fuels, diesel, clothing, sports goods, fumiture, household appliances,
jewelry and motor vehicles, etc. the list is endless. It is afact that even brand new
spare parts and engines from motor manufacturers can be ordered with fraudulent
engine numbers and plates. The trade in new, stolen off road quad motor vehicles has
become a growth industry. The lists and variety are endless. The question is WHY
ARE THEY NOT REGULATED? The volume of secondhand goods is equal to the
volume of new goods in the market.

All these illegal goods as well as legal become used and are absorbed into the
secondhand goods market. If only the listed secondhand industries are studied it is
obvious what significant role the total industry comprises.

Most of these secondhand industries do not even know that the law's regulating them
apply also to their industry or that they would have to comply in future. Neither do
most SAPS members at area level and down.

During investigations into all secondhand industries over the past year it became very
obvious that the only sectors that were most aware of old and new laws, were general
Secondhand Dealers, Pawnbrokers and Scrap Metal Merchants and motor vehicle
scrap yards. The new and secondhand cell phone industry, at grass root level, are
totally unaware of existing and new legislation and generate sales of billions of Rands
per annum. Jewelers and manufacturing jewelry industry are mostl)' unaware.
Antique dealers and dealers in collectables are mostly unaware. SAP senior
executives are totally unaware of the scope of the secondhand industry and stated
openly they did not comprehend the magnitude of the new Bill when they were
requested by SAPS head office to comment thereon.
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The perception exists that general secondhand dealers and Pawnbrokers are the only
industries that are targeted. If these perceptions are a reality to those who requested
the new Bill, then it is logical to assume that the new draft bill was promulgated with
inadequate, statistical background or knowledge of its impact and scope.

If the drafters of the Bill only had in mind to regulate the Secondhand Dealer and
Pawnbrokers current legislation with a few minor regulation changes would have
been sufficient to intentionally regulate those industries only.

It is the qualified opinion of the S.D.P.B., that should the new Bill be policed and
regulated intentionally according to standard with no exceptions, the total SAPS force
in the R.S.A. would be required to do so in Gauteng alone.

It is estimated that there are + 30 000 visible General Secondhand Dealers and
Pawnbrokers in the R.S.A. of which only * 5 000 are registered by the SAPS. All
other operates visibly unchecked. The invisible, informal and formal dealers could be
as many as 500 000 plus. These are only two of the listed sectors. All the other
industries cannot be estimated due to the complexity of market place.

General Secondhand Dealers

These are Secondhand dealers that deal in every conceivable secondhand commodity
depending on where they are located. Most are also Pawnbrokers.

They vary in size from small specialist dealers in for e.g. Jewelry and antique jewelry
to furniture and appliances, shop fitting, clothing, sports equipment, tools and
machinery etc. to large secondhand dealers.

They are only two of the 5*dfisred categories, yet they deal in most of the
commodities listed of all the industries but in a less specialist manner. Many of the
dealers in this category have evolved into large business enterprises and occupy
premises of 2 000 square meters and are fully departmentalized stores, selling as
many new goods as secondhand goods and also trading in secondhand on new goods
etc. These dealers have become the largest marketers of e.g. new fishing tackle
equipment in the R.S.A., which is the largest participant sport in the R.S.A.

A large manufacturing industry has also evolved that supplies the Secondhand dealer
trade with new goods such as furniture, bedding, refurbished cell phones, appliances,
etc. The core of these businesses however remain secondhand goods whereby they
utilize the higher profit margins attained on secondhand goods to subsidize selling
prices of new goods to enable them to compete with corporate retail chains who
derive favorable benefits from bulk buying. It is the only way they can survive or be
eliminated.

Pawnbrokers

Pawn broking is as old as mankind but this type of money lending mechanism with
accompanying rules and later legislation, became popular and was intensively utilized
in Europe in the early 1600. In South Africa the first pawn laws were promulgated in
1889 by the then Govemor of the Cape of Good Hope. As the R.S.A developed,
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firstly Republics and later the Union of South Africa, many pawn laws were
promulgated in South Africa and in most cases they legally empowered municipalities
to regulate the operation and income levels of Pawnbrokers. Later most of these post
union and union laws were repealed and pawn broking has since its inception been the
black sheep of the Legislator in South Africa. The new draft Bill, shortly to be
implemented, is the first legislation that will acknowledge the existence and regulate
the operations of Pawnbrokers although the Law of Lien, which acknowledges this
form of money lending by a pledge of moveable goods, is a legally acknowledge
entrenched loan mechanism.

Pawn broking is the pledge of movable properf.v for a short term emergency loan.

Very few or any Pawnbrokers can derive an acceptable income from pawn broking
alone. Expenses for transport, handling, testing, storage, insurance, safekeeping and
administration are to high. Pawn broking is mainly utilized to generate secondhand
goods, as the average failure rate of pawn customers to perform according to pawn
contracts is 30 * 40%. These non- redeemed goods become very profitable stock to
general secondhand dealers and pawn broking is thus a STOCK GENERATOR.

Contrary to perceptions, all income groups pawn goods, from professionals to
farmers, teachers and housewives down to the poorest of the poor. It is an informal,
quick, emergency loan mechanism. The categories of pawn customers in the R.S.A.
are similar to categories and tendencies in the U.K., USA, Australia, India and
virtually all developed and developing countries.

lntemational corporate groups of secondhand traders have identified the R.S.A. as a
lucrative market and one Australian based company "Cash Converters" is operating in
the R.S.A. through a franchise chain of retail outlets.

A corporate group in the R.S.A. "Cash Crusaders" has also established a chain of
franchise dealers. Both these companies sell new and secondhand goods and have
pawn broking departments. It is just a matter of time before these groups are listed on
the JSE.

Although General Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers deal in most of the goods of
the other more specific categories they do so less vigorously. The more specialist
dealer categories deal in more category specific secondhand goods than Pawnbrokers
and Secondhand Dealers.

These specialist and most other dealers outnumber General Secondhand Dealers and
Pawnbrokers * 4 - 1 and have never been monitored or regulated in the past.

One category of which there is a total misconception is charitable institutions such as
Hospice, S.P.C.A., Churches and similar institutions. Most of these organizations
have secondhand shops on their premised where they sell "acquired" secondhand
goods.

A new agency system is evolving whereby entrepreneurs acquire secondhand goods
from various sources and supply such goods to certain of these organizations for
compensation. These categories are exempt.
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property as security for consumable household goods supplied such as milk, eggs,
bread, toiletries etc. If customers do not pay their accounts the goods are sold direct
or to secondhand dealers to recoup the outstanding debt. Observations across the
country in every town and city indicated that there are hundreds of thousands such
operations in existence. These types of small dealers have not been studied but have
the potential of being channels for stolen goods. It has come to the attention of the
S.D.P.B. that syndicates target many of these dealers and extorts protection money
from them in return for protection against gangs of hoodlums and apparently also the
SAPS.

Black Empowerment and Economical Upliftment of the Previousl)' Disadvantaged
Communit-v

Indigenous peoples of Africa have practiced the trade of secondhand goods for
hundreds and probably thousands of years. (Ruilhandel)

Due to the urbanization of rural communities and the scarcity ofjob opportunities the
trade in secondhand goods have become a popular entry level into business practice
for the disadvantaged. More and more such informal traders elevate to more formal
structures but due to population growth and accelerated urbanization the vacuum left
by elevated dealers are filled by new entry level entrepreneurs. This is also the case
in all emerging economies all over the world.

The constitution guarantees all R.S.A. citizens basic rights that are well known to the
SAPS.

The trade in secondhand goods in the R.S.A. is however, according to world norrns,
totally over regulated and this is also the opinion of the S.D.P.B. e.g.

Emerging Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers

This category to trade must comply with the following basics
a) They must procure premises only if it means renovating a very basic

home
They must invest in equipment
They need stationery and printing matter
They must employ a worker or workers which exposes them to labour
laws
According to the new Bill they must register with the SAPS and
comply to all administrative rules and regulations
To also pawn they must register with the Micro Finance Regulatory
Council and comply with all rules, regulations as well as the Usury
Act. It is mandatory to transform into a legal entity such as a Close
Corporation or a Private Company
They must register with the Receiver of Revenue for general income
tax, VAT, employee taxes as well as U.I.F. and SDL.
To comply to all these regulations they are forced to appoint auditors
They must purchase, rent or lease a photocopy machine, fax machines
and telephone systems
They must register with the Regional District Council

b)
c)
d)

e)

0

s)

h)
i)

i )
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They must purchase, rent or lease a photocopy machine, fax machines
and telephone systems
They must register with the Regional District Council
They must subscribe and comply to many other local municipality
regulations and laws
They must open and administer and operate banking accounts to be
compliant with SARS laws and directives

These entry-level traders black and white are normally poorly educated and have none
or little knowledge of what are the laws, rules and regulations to comply with. Yet
they are very successful traders having learnt their trade and skills in most cases from
their parents and ancestors.

NB The question may now be explored if they could be exempted or will be
exempted. Some of these secondhand traders operate in rural R.S.A. in the old
Transkei, K.Z.N., Northern Cape and North west.

They trade in every conceivable secondhand category including agricultural
machinery, seeds, fertllizer, homeopathic medicines, livestock, household goods and
secondhand clothing. They pledge livestock as most of their hundreds of thousands of
customers are uneducated and very informal or subsistence farmers.

These customers even pay taxes with livestock.

These livestock or produce payments are sold by dealers direct to wholesale vendors
and abattoirs etc.

The informal customer has no access to formal or semi-formal financial mechanisms
and institutions such as banks and "cash loan" micro lenders. They are fully
dependant on the pawn broking and bartering system to procure capital and goods for
medical aid, schooling for children and household necessities.

Sangoma's and traditional healers also receive payment in goods and livestock.

The new Bill will and does criminalizes the disadvantaged peoples of the R.S.A..
Should they be exempted what will be the criteria and thresholds when they should
register? These points must be debated. What constitutes equality before the Law?

It is the opinion of the S.D.P.B. that Government, if they implement the new Bill they
must facilitate and design educational programs to educate this sector but over a
period of time. It is furlher our opinion that the new Bill will cause this massive
secondhand category to operate underground where criminal elements will rule and
regulate.

As from 2005, the Government of the R.S.A. has embarked on a mission to deregulate
S.M.M.E.'S and in doing so promote small and medium business development. The
World Bank as well as local and international advisors of Govemment echoes these
intentions of Government.

i)

l)

i )
k)
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It is the qualified opinion of the S.D.P.B. that these efforts of Government are the
only way forward to create sustainable job opportunities for the future and to promote
financial independence for the disadvantage millions. The new secondhand goods Bill
will restrict and eliminate the development of small business development and
criminalize millions of emerging previously disadvantaged entrepreneurs in this
targeted sector.

Very urgent debates conceming over regulation and exemption of categories should
be held between different Government Departments and all stakeholders to ensure
that the new Bill is amended so as not to inhibit or restrict new small business
development but to promote it before this Bill is accepted.

It is the opinion of the S.D.P.B. that the devastating legacy of the Apartheid era is still
very prevailing and influential in the drafting of many new laws. It is sad and not
understood how Government after fighting such a cruel hard battle to free all peoples
in the R.S.A. and liberate the R.S.A. economy which is fast becoming a model to the
world and then promulgate laws which excludes or criminalizes thousands of
emerging entrepreneurs and possibly prosecute hundreds of thousands of people doing
what they have been doing since ancient times.
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A Few Examples of Unsuspected" Unmonitored Secondhand Markets and Aqtivities
Perceptions and Distortions of Secondhand Trade Statistics

Studies into the reasons for the promulgation of the current Law on Secondhand
goods indicates that the then government in 1955 deemed it necessary to curb and
monitor the flow of secondhand goods mainly obtained from theft through house
braking and entering. This is substantiated by the very prominent emphases on cycles
and sewing machines. Vague information indicates that the Law was targeted mainly
at very poor black people who had no form of income and mainly indulged in petty
crime to exist.

The perception was created and still exists today that the general secondhand dealer
and pawnshop on the corner is the main channel through which stolen goods are
channeled. This is far from the truth. Studies indicate that only 2% of all reported
stolen goods are channeled through these businesses and 80olo of such goods are not
stolen but the consumer pledges or sells such goods that are purchased on Hire
Purchase or Credit Agreements, which according to Law is considered to be theft if
sold before fully paid. When such activities occur, furniture chain stores lay theft
charges against their clients and the goods are seized by the SAPS, returned to the
furniture dealers, charges are withdrawn and the criminals goes free. The Secondhand
Dealers are also victims of crime yet traditionally their rights are ignored.

The RSA is virtually the only country in the world where H.P. sales are classified as a
criminal offence. It is a known fact that larger furniture groups utilize the SAPS as
tracing agents for such goods. In most other countries specialist private agencies exist
who recover such goods for remuneration as the risk of the misappropriation of H.P.

not a lc secun ibilitv but a busi
and should be dealt with in civil courts accordinely. These credit agreement laws are
relics from the old regime and unique to the R.s.A. mainly targeting the
disadvantaged communities.

These seizures, however, do distort police statistics. Studies indicate that less than
lo/o of actual stolen goods are channelled through the registered general Secondhand
Dealer and Pawn Shop Industry mostly innocently through fraudulent declarations.
Statistics fiom the SAPS however indicate that all other goods seized from
Secondhand Dealers are stolen goods recovered which is not the case but rather HP
goods sold or pawned fraudulently by consumers.

During a recent "crackdown" operation of scrap yards in a small town in the Free
State only registered dealers were targeted. During SAPS inspections, administrative
mistakes by dealers were identified over a period of 3 years and dealers were
prosecuted and fined R1 000.00 per entry for omitting the time of day when goods
were bought or sold. Some dealers received fines of up to R50 000.00. No stolen or
illegal goods were found yet SAPS statistics indicate successful prosecution
The irony of the matter is that none non-registered dealers were inspected or
prosecuted, which, according to information, deal in stolen second hand goods. A
registered dealer who hid his registers was only fined R2 000.00 for not keeping
registers. During such crack downs only registered dealers are targeted while the non-
registered dealers who outnumber registered dealers 3 tol, ire never inspected and
brought to book. Studies indicated that overworked and stressed SAPS inspectors do
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inspections quick and easy by identiffing only the registered dealers from their
records and inspect them. In many cases non-registered, non-compliant dealers all
trade visibly adjacent to registered dealers but are never inspected. The above studies
and most other DO NOT COMBAT CRIME AND ALIANATE REGISTERED
DEALERS and make them reluctant to co-operate with the SAPS.

When any goods are traded in, such as vehicles, furniture, golf sets, tennis rackets,
jewellery, sewing machines etc. the purchase price of the goods bought, are reduced
by the amount of the trade-in value. It is an accepted short cut administrative
procedure, yet by implication, the dealer procures such goods at a monitory value and
yet such dealers do not have to comply with current secondhand legislation. Only the
general secondhand dealer is monitored for cell phones yet every franchise cell phone
outlet in the RSA trade-in secondhand cell phones on new and secondhand phones.
They advertise extensively in all newspapers countrywide. Most stolen cell phones
pass through these channels unchecked, specifically via franchise marketers of cell
phones. A cell phone repair industry has evolved whereby any de-activated or
blacklisted cell phone can be re-activated and used. NB All these repair companies
operate unchecked.

All jewellers, corporate and independent, trade in or buy outright secondhand
jewellery, which is melted and recycled. A large proportion of stolen jewellery is
channelled through the most sophisticated, upmarket jewellery shops. Jewellers go
unchecked.

Every Golf Pro-Shop and Sports Trader, trade-in and buy second hand golf clubs,
sports equipment and balls. Much stolen goods in this category are channelled
through this sector. The market is so sophisticated that prospective buyers can order
specific secondhand sport equipment that is procured througtr theft. The goods are
e.g. identified on a golf course by caddies and move through channels of procurement.

NB. Every new and second hand sector in the R.s.A., as mentioned in this
presentation, deals in second hand goods and the largest majority are currently not
inspected or prosecuted, yet fall within the scope of the new as well as the old Law.

If one studies all National Newspapers and their local "Pony " newspapers as well,
"Landbou weekblad, Farmers weekly, Junk Mail", etc. it becomes evident of the
scope and complexity of the second hand goods market.

Pharmacies and smaller supermarkets accept household goods such as radio's, T.V's,
jewellery and many other items as security for medicines and food bought on account.
Ifaccounts are not settled such goods are sold to second hand dealers to recoup
outstanding debt. Some sell such goods privately.

The poorest of the poor can be found at rubbish dumps around cities and towns,
collecting scrap metal, paper, cans and glass, which collectively form a huge supply
chain of second hand goods for recycling and to such unsophisticated collectors are
their only income. Government sponsored programs assist these operations financially
yet are not inspected.
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At every road junction emerging second hand dealers are displaying car parts, tyres
and wheel trims for sale. Exhaust and tyre repair technicians deliver very popular and
basic repair services at such road junctions with gas welding equipment utilizing
secondhand and motor spa"res. They operate freely and it was found that most stock is
sourced from theft.

In the Free State Goldfields, mining companies are selling whole buildings as they
stand that are demolished by the buyers, brick by brick. Such bricks are cleaned and
re-used or sold and steel constructions are dismantled and either re-erected elsewhere
or sold to agents or scrap metal merchants

Slightly damaged, rejected canned foods are acquired by agents, jobbers and suppliers
and re-sold to dealers in cities, towns and rural areas. Pensioners buy such damaged
canned foods as their only means of nourishment. Expired foodstuff is sold in bulk to
agents and jobbers who distribute such goods to the informal spaza shops in township
communities. Such goods are wilfully damaged in the supply chain to source this
growing market.

Auctioneers invite the public to bring any saleable item to auctions. They also buy
goods for auctioning and have up to date gone unchecked. The new Bill does target
them.

Virtually all sheriffs and messengers of the court operate auctioneering businesses
parallel to their occupation, as a separate legal entity, auctioning not only goods sold
by court order, but also invited or acquired second hand goods from the public. Much
stolen goods are sold through these channels, yet go unchecked.

Many well-known national retail chains hold in-house auctions weekly, whereby
trade-in secondhand goods are sold on such auctions to the public. Such goods were
actually bought from customers on the trade-in principle and many second hand
general dealers buy such goods. Also large discount chains e.g. Game, hold in-house
auctions monthly and sell shop soiled or returned goods and according to the new Bill
is secondhand as it has been used.

Although it is new goods, but because it was used, it is sold by public auction without
auctioneer licences. The new Act will outlaw such actions.

Most furniture retail chains are now also micro money- lenders and offer their
customers money loans. Studies indicate that they rather advance a money loan to
their customers who are then induced to buy new goods cash with such loans. The
customer signs a credit agreement whereby the goods are ceded as security for the
loan but is allowed the use of such goods. This is illegal as the Law of Lien dictates
that when movable property is tendered as security for a loan the lender must take
possession of the goods. The contract is invalid, yet such fumiture chains,
fraudulently, use the SAPS to seize such goods that are sold and then withdraw the
charges. The second hand dealer or buyer loses such goods plus the purchase price,
while the furniture store or corporate chain committed the fraud. With such loans
advanced, furniture chains can now, if registered with the Micro Finance Regulatory
Council, which they are, charge interest rates directly of +20 - 30% per month instead
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of Usury Act rates of 22o/o per annum. Yet the only parties, who loose are the general
second hand dealer and the national chains, are actually the criminals.

The largest majority of stolen goods, +90yo, are sold in a massive informal market in
the R.S.A., run by criminal elements. Goods are stashed in private houses and
specific goods can even be ordered through a finely tuned chain of agents. They are
unchecked and crack- downs only skims the surface of the trade.

The S.D.P.B. can expose and identifu such dealers in the R.S.A. in every city and
town and even rural areas through their dealer network but it has been found that
criminal elements are lethally dangerous and in many cases are being suspected of
been protected and assisted by members of the SAPS and or organized crime
syndicates controlled by mainly amongst other, Nigerians, Jewish mafia, Chinese etc.
In the car spare part industry a significant supply ofsecondhand goods are sourced
from the theft and criminal activity. Amendments to the current Law published in
Government Notice 956 dated 13 August 1999 refers. In all provinces at random
investigations indicate that most SAPS members did not know of such legislation
amendments and was not implemented. Those who did have same knowledge of the
amendments admitted that it was useless and could not be implemented. The most up
to date province was found to be North West Province.

Scrap metal merchants in the R.S.A. were studied intensively. It is obvious and can
be proven that there is total chaos in this market with widely differing interpretations
by all parties and legal advisors.

Gas cutting tools are required to cut huge steel girders and old railway tracks bought
at mine auctions, yet such dealers may not possess gas cutting equipment as it could
be used for smelting. Jewellers, however may. During a practical exercise with SAPS
members in attendance proved that there was no "grinder" available commercially
that could perform such work. One senior SAPS member commented that grinders
are also not allowed as it can be used to granulate metals.

One incident worth mentioning that is factual and was studied was that a scrap dealer
was fined for having 3 x empty aluminium cool drink cans in the general office
unmarked and not batched. The offrce staff used these. A detective stated that it was
illegal. The owner then asked the detective to accompany him to the entrance and
pointed out to him that empfy cool drink cans were lying scattered along the road to
the entrance of the business. The only explanation received was that on the registered
premises it was illegal and the dealer received a fine.

In every town and city small/medium and large secondhand car dealers were
approached at random and asked if they would pawn a vehicle. The largest majority
said they would and do so. The procedure was always the same, that they required a
title deed and if not whether the vehicle was bought on a HP agreement, with full
particulars of the owner. It is then required that a set of change of ownership
documents are signed. The vehicle is then booked in for repairs on a false workshop
job card and the money lent plus interest is indicated as repairs done and the customer
signs. The money loan is granted and the vehicle is booked in. It is parked in the
workshops until the expiry date, normally 30 days. Should you read Truck and Trader
a magazine where heavy vehicles for sale are advertised, one finds many
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advertisements of dealers who will advance money loans to transport contractors
should they pledge trailers etc for loans.

In rural areas in the Eastern Cape and Northem KwaZulu Natal and NorthWest
money lenders operate from trading posts and general dealers etc. Subsistence
farmers have small flocks of livestock and plant for own consumption. They do not
have access to the formal banking sector including cash loans in the R.S.A. They
need money for seed, tools, household necessities, medication for children and
medical expenses amongst other. They pledge livestock such as cattle, goats, sheep
for short term loans and pay with livestock e.g. chickens and cultivated produce, If
they fail to perform according to pawn agreement, the livestock pledged are sold to
larger farmers, rural abattoirs or direct to the public. This pawn/bartering system will
be criminalized by the new act. A black dealer in the Eastern Cape declared that he
does not register any of his activities, as he prefers to remain underground and rather
keep the S4PS happy with favours. He has been operating for 40 years and states that
he is the 3'' generation in the business and could not trust the old government and also
not the new one. M*y traditional healers get paid with livestock and produce and
such livestock are sold again for profit and monetary compensation. The largest
majority of the rural community depends on these business systems for survival.

The new Bill will criminalize them yet they are innocent doing what they have done
for 100's of years traditionally. The system will move fuither underground creating
windows op opportunities for criminal elements to regulate.

Informal traders in every city and town in the R.S.A. will and do take a pledge of
goods to ensure payment.

It was found in two studies conducted that syndicates have teams of aliens who target
house holds, large and small businesses such as Pick &Pay, Checkers and clothing
stores. Such goods follow a chain of procurement to street vendors under covered
tables while normal goods for sale, are displayed on top. These goods are collected by
taxis during the day and delivered to distribution points where during the night these
goods are moved to other areas and provinces and sold on auctions, direct to the
public and unregistered dealers. The studies had to be discontinued as the people who
were conducting the studies were warned by SApS members that they had been
exposed to the syndicate bosses who would eliminate them, should they continue. A
recent case where the commander of the Livestock Crime Prevention Unit in
welkom, Free State was killed in a shootout with the SApS Flying Squad. He,
together with other SAPS members were caught red handed with a police vehicle
loaded with sheep, which had been stolen that day while he was on duty.

Other studies again indicate that some SAPS detectives fraudulently lay claim to
goods with closed dockets. They even supply false information of store numbers at
the SAPS. These goods are then sold to other vendors to enrich themselves.

M*y studies and much information gathered by the S.D.P.B. indicate that the new
Bill will impose a mammoth if not impossible task and burden on the manpower of
the SAPS and recourses. The problem is however that registered dealers in all sectors
are of the opinion that law abiding dealers will be targeted by the SApS in
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crackdowns and as in the past the other 98% of stolen goods will move further

underground.

A senior police officer of the legal department stated that the new Bill must target the

criminal, unregistered sectors. The S.D.P.B. is op the opinion that this will not be the

case, Most registered dealers do not trust the SAPS and their reasons are valid.

Overall the SAPS at ground level is not trusted at all. The image of the SAPS with

the secondhand trade is in generally poor.

The administrative system of registers is wrong as no criminal perpetrators can be

prosecuted in criminal courts with these documents. This proves the perception in the

SapS that dealers are the criminals yet in 98% of all cases dealers are the victims of

crime and legislation should protect them.
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Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers

It is important to also read the attached Annex (B) to fully understand the difference
between Pawnbrokers and Secondhand Dealers (if any) as to the uninformed the
concept, could be confusing.

For purposes of this presentation only General Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers
will be discussed.

The S.D.P.B. has no knowledge of a Pawnbroker in the R.S.A. that operates as a
Pawnbroker only. The reasons are mainly due to the proliferation of Moneylenders in
the market such as Machonita's, Stokvels, Cash loans, Pawnbrokers and Specialists
banks.

Pawnbrokers loan on average: small R20 000, medium R35 000 and large RR50 000
to R70 000. Very few exceed Rl00 000 per month. The gross income derived from
pawn loans up to R100 000 does not cover the costs incurred to operate such a
business profitably. 99% of pawn loans are emergency, short- term loans over a
period of 30 days. People pledge every conceivable, personal, moveable property as
security for such loans. 30-40% of pledgors fail to perform according to their pawn
contract mostly voluntarily as they could have sold the goods outright in the first
place but declare that they maybe intended to redeem such goods should they change
their mind. The other 60-70% do redeem their goods by paying the loan in full.

There are mainly two methods by which pawn loans are granted.

Buy Back System

The Pawnbroker buys the goods from the Pledgor and enters into a contract whereby
the Pledgor receives the right to repurchase such goods at alater date - normally 30
days. The redemption rate is approximately 30-40%.
NB Ownership transfers to the Pawnbroker the moment the Pledgor signs the Buy
back contract. The Pawnbroker is now legally the owner of the goods according to all
laws applicable. The Pledgor is now at the mercy of the Pawnbroker. The S.D.P.B.
does not support this tvpe of loan.

Pawn Loan Contract

The Pledgor pledges moveable property for a loan and enters into a loan agreement
with the Pawnbroker. This loan agreement is conducted according to the Law of
Lien, Cornmon Law and the Law of Possession. The goods according to these laws
are only in safekeeping as security for a loan.
NB The goods remain the outrieht propeqy of the Pledgor for the period of the loan.
The Pawnbroker must, according to law, maintain, service, protect and insure such
property as it is not the property of the Pawnbroker.
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Should the Pledgor perform according to the loan contract and laws applicable the
Pawnbroker must return the property to the Pledgor in the same condition as when it
was received.

Should the Pledgor not perform according to the contract the Pawnbroker may after
the expiry date, lay claim to the goods and only then NB does ownership transfer to
the Pawnbroker.

Most SAPS members seize such goods illegally while in safekeeping on behalf of
H.P.vendors. The only possible offence of the Pledgor was that he removed, H.P.
goods, from the indicated address which is in any case a farce as car radios, sports
equipment, braais etc, bought on HP are constantly moved to different locations.

NB It only becomes an offence should he not pay his loan and eoods a.re seized by
the Pawnbroker when ownership transfers.

Consequences of Non Redeemed Goods

In both cases the Pawnbroker, who now has to sell the goods, to redeem his capital
and unpaid interest on the loan, takes non- redeemed goods into stock.

NB The Pawnbroker now automatically becomes a dealer in secondhand goods and is
exposed to all the normal economic dynamics involved in a retail goods environment
such as showrooms, marketing, sales and admin staff, delivery vehicles etc and also
all other costs related to retail marketing.

As a Pawnbroker carurot survive profitably on pawnbroking alone, all Pawnbrokers
only pawn goods to NB utilize the 30-4070 non redeemed goods as a stock generatinq
mechanism. The demand for half price, quality secondhand goods are insatiable.

Because the Pawnbroker now has the infrastructure to also sell goods it is common
sense to expand the range of secondhand goods on offer with "acquired" secondhand
goods, which he acquires by trade-in, buying outright, auctions, other traders,
government departments, slightly damaged goods at factories etc.

Most Pawnbrokers/Secondhand Dealers now also buy new goods to supplement the
secondhand goods.

Conclusion

Pawnbrokers and Secondhald Dealers are the same and visa versa. Most never
wn soods but due to demand in the market Secondhand Dealers indul

in pawnbroking.

Secondhand motor dealers do not advertise that they pawn but customers approach
and demand such services from normal secondhand car dealers. Again the motor
dealer does the transaction because it later does become a stock senerator to the
dealer.
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One of the problems for seen with the new draft Bill is that
a) The Pawnbroker and General Secondhand Dealers is the same entit-y

and the duplication of buying and pawnine goods as described in the
draft law is a duplication of the other with double administrative
records and procedures

b) Because of regulation by the M.F.R.C. regulating the interest on pawn
loans, many registered Pawnbrokers/Secondhand dealers, although
they trade under the same name, have registered their pawn
departments in a separate legal entity CC or Co. just to keep statistics
separate for the M.F.R.C.

The question now is:
If goods are taken in as a pledge by NB a separate leqal entity under the same

pqf and the pawnbroking department seizes the goods due to non performance of the
Pledgor and transfers the goods intemally to the sales department does this mean that

a) The goods must be transferred into another register?
b) Must such goods be kept for another 7 days although it has been on the

premises for 30 days as security?

This indicates that the legislator did not indulge in constructive debates with General
Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers.

This problem will be dealt with in the next section where the controversial sections in
the draft Bill are analysed and recommendations are made.
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Theft at General Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers and the devastatine
consequences to a Dealer and Pawnbroker

Such stores are "browser" shops. 600/o of all customers are "only looking". The
public and employees steal goods from their employers in every country in the world.

Shoplifting is as rife as is H.LV. and costs the total retail industry, billions of Rands
per annum.

The average theft factor at a General Secondhand Dealer and Pawnbroker can be
limited to a minimum of 2%o of sales if well managed. It means that at an average
Secondhand Dealer and Pawnbroker who generates sales of * R200 000 -R300 000
per month, the average theft figure is R4 000 - R6 000 per month. Large chains such
as Game, Pick & Pay, Checkers, Ackermans, Pep and Jet etc. all accept 2%o as an
average shrinkage factor. So do General Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers.
Customers and employees steal second hand CD's, spanners, fishing reels, watches,
jewellery, omaments and pocket- knives etc. easily concealable items.
NB Should any such items, if stolen, not be found in stock in a secondhand business
or Pawnbroker, R3 000 - R4 000 worth, which is normal accepted business practice
by a police official

") 
His premises would be sealed or

b) He will be prosecuted according to the new draft Law.

This will indicate that such a dealer could have sold as many as t 1 300 - 1 700 items
per month without recording them. If a dealer is inspected intensively twice a year
the amount of goods could be as high as 8 400 items every 6 months, yet this is a
registered dealer managing his business exactly according to the new stores
mentioned and exposed to a normal accepted 2o/otheft factor which is the norm in the
world as well as the R.S.A.

Because a police official must be able to identifu where goods have gone e.g. to
record all sold goods, the dealer will now face, every 6 months 8 400 contraventions
of the law and will be sealed off and will be prosecuted on all the charges of every
item not found and he will receive a fine of Rl5 000 or more plus a jail sentence of 3
years or more or both. The S.D.P.B. is of the opinion that over and above the
sentence they will throw the keys of the jail away.

This is not unlikely to happen but a fact. It is ridiculous to anticipate that the
legislator had this in mind when writing this Law. If so it can only be due to total
ignorance or no knowledge of business systems or that the intentions are to
intentionally criminalize and/or close down and eliminate the total secondhand
industry in the R.S.A.



Analvsis. Comments and Recommendations of the Draft Secondhand Dealers and
Pawnbrokers Act.

Chapter I

Definitions

Only those points not understood will be dealt with under this heading.

"Pawner" The word "Pawner" cannot be found in the English literature.
Legal terms worldwide as well as the Law of Lien and Law on
Mortgages state that an entity when pledging goods as security or
collateral for whatever reason is called a "Pledgor". The one who
receives the pledge is called the Pledgee or for practical reasons could
also be called a Pawnbroker.

It is recommended that (Pawner) is changed to Pledgor.

Antiques: This word does not appear in the definitions yet the draft refers to
antique dealers. Will such goods, which include every known item in
the world that is old, be classified u:rder which category? Which
standard or criteria will determine when goods are antiques as up until
now nobody could? There are coins, vehicles, furniture, jewellery etc.
that are classified as antiques. When does an article, commodity
become and antique? Who will decide and what will the criteria be as
General Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers all trade in antiques or
old goods but less vigorously than specialist antique dealers and how
old must such goods be to be classified as an antique? As General
Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers are categorised and old
secondhand goods are sold amongst newer secondhand goods to which
category must such goods be allocated? Antique dealers also sell
replica new antique eoods.

Application of Act

2(a) Exemptions for I year is not understood. Can exemptions be repeated
after 1 year? Perpetually into the future? If so according to what
criteria and for what reasons?

CHAPTER 2

Reeistration

Disqualification

4(b) As described in this presentation, registered dealers were prosecuted in Parys
during 2004 for omitting, over a period of 3 years, the time only on
declarations or in registers. Amongst 87 000 entries at one dealer 5 * 50 such
administrative mistakes caused fines of R5 000 - R50 000. According to this
fact23 dealers will now not be resistered and will loose their investments.



their families will be destitute as well as their employees with all their
families. The draft refers to the old as well as the new Act

Recommendations.

This section is inhuman, draconic and should be changed as they are similar to the old
Apartheid laws.

(lXa) The intentions of the legislator of the draft are obvious, this point is to prohibit
a criminal to do business but through his wife etc however the Constitution
guarantees, any citizen of the R.S.A. to earn a living and the freedom to do
business. The draft Bill will be the only Law that does not recognize an anti-
nuptial marriage contract. Such married people are recognized and respected
as separate legal entities.

Suggestions

This section must be omiued as other laws will regulate this clause or altematively the
law must state that every applicant under the new Act starts with a clean slate from a
certain date.

Application for Registration

2(b) Many unregistered Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers conduct business
from private dwellings, houses and flats. These premises could be adequately
equipped e.g. garages or whole dwellings used for storage. From such
premises goods are sold to the public, taken to auction etc.
NB These premises are not zoned by municipalities for_bUUnCSLpUpeEgs.
Such dealers outnumber registered dealers 4 - l+ and much stolen goods are
channelled through such premises. Some even have permits from the SAPS.

Recommendation

The premises from which business are to be conducted are premises zoned for
business purposes and are suitably equipped for the purpose.

2(4) This section is not understood. It is our opinion that it implies that
a) when a dealer wishes to open a new business, in the past a dealer could

proceed temporary with business with proof of receipt that he had applied
for registration. Landlords expect rental from day one at rates up to R80.00
per square meter.
It is a fact and can be proven that such application for registration could
take longer than 12 months to be approved. some registered dealers, in
various areas, have not received their renewal or registration certificates
for 2003 but have been registered for 20 years + with no convictions e.g.
should a dealer not have suitable equipped premises (criteria for suitable
equipped is unknown) his application for registration could be rejected
(grounds and reasons not stated) and because ofe.g. an inexpensive
erection of a barrier or other small item which could have been rectified in
a day or two, disqualifies an applicant for 12 months.

. t .Q
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Susgestions

The powers that are granted to a police commissioner who is not an accredited legal
professional or a competent Judge of Court are excessive and unconstitutional. This
section must be omitted or altematively it must be changed to be more explanatory.

2(5) This section has reference to section 4 but needs clarification as to the criteria
and must be fully described and reasons disclosed.

Suggestions

Section 2(4), (5) must be omitted or be described more clearly.

Transfer of Certificate

10(1X2)
If in a company or a CC the shareholders change but the certificate is issued to
a juristic entity, this could cause a problem, specifically if the C.E.O. or
manager remains the same. Depending on the number of investors the
controlling interest could mean 10% shareholding

Suqqestions

Should the shareholding or directors change in a company or CC it constitutes a sale
of the business irrespective if the name or manager remains the same. Law should
now mandate a new application for a certificate.

CHAPTER 3

Records by Dealers

This hgdinLand secligns_ 13 and all its lubsections are one of the most controvetgEr!-
sections of the new draft.

It is totally impractical and will not assist the SAPS in tracing and auditing goods or
prosecuting criminals. To understand why this is stated is that the S.D.P.B. has

refined the recording ofsecondhand goods to a fine art and experts, prosecutors,

attomeys as well as the SAPS country wide, accept our system and documentation as

the best system. The S.D.P.B. is proud to state for the record that in no case out of
many thousands since 1987 in courts where criminals were prosecuted, could our

systems, documentation or registers be improved upon and have resulted in 100%
successful prosecution.
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THE PROCEDURE. DOCUMENTS AND REGISTERS

a) r-.''No prosecutor can prosecute an offender with entries in a register only.
Registers are not legal documents. It is not prima facia evidence when

, prosecuting a criminal.
b) It is a fact that aregister as dictated by the old law and the new draft act is

. only an administrative tool for the SAPS to easily access information. The
register system was introduced in 1955 with promulgation of the old law
on secondhand goods and is antiquated and is one of the major causes that
the old law has become useless

c) There are 2 documents that the S.D.P.B. designed and supplies to the
, Secondhand dealer and Pawnbroker trade
, a. Purchase document (see Annex C)
' b. Pawn agreement (see Annex D)

Both these documents are kept in book form, normally 100 documents. The
books are numbered in sequence and date order. The documents contain all
the information required by the new draft law plus it contains a comprehensive
declaration signed by the buyer and the seller.
These are documents by which goods are bought or acquired. These
documents on its own are also a precise register filed in date, time and number
order. In every case where these documents *eie pioduced before and after
1995, during any court case, it lead to 100% successful prosecutions.
The declaration included in the document plus all required information is
signed by the supplier/seller be it a business auctioneer, company or private
person or any legal entity, is exactly what the new draft requires and not just a
record but in fact an approved, proven legal document. Prosecutors have
become use to these documents and are in fact demandins them for

3rosecution.
The document contains the following
i) All particulars of the buyer
2) All information of the seller
3) Time and date
4) A full description of the goods
5) The value per item and total of money paid to the seller
6) A declaration by the seller with full disclosure as to ownership of the

goods
7) Signatures of the seller and the buyer
8) All documents are numbered and record is kept in a register in date and

number sequence. The allocated number is marked on the item for
identification. Even if goods are in stock for as long as 3 years the
number on an item immediately identifies the goods in the registers
and the documents.

Procedure

The seller signs the document on the premises or away from the premises.
These documents are signed by the buyer and the seller but in any case on the
scene, be it a home, auction, factory or on the registered premises or where
ever a copying machine for ID purposes is available.

l .
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2. The documents are in duplicate or triplicate and copies are exact copies of
each numbered original document.
The first copy cannot be removed form the numbered book and remains as the
original document for SAPS prosecution purposes.
A copy is supplied to the seller.
The third copy remains with the goods in storage for easy identification by
admin staff as well as the SAPS.
The purchase and pawn agreement books are used in sets e.g. a set for
Monday, Wednesday, Friday and another set for Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday.
The books used in purchase or pawn departments on a specific day are
removed from circulation e.g. Monday books are drawn in on a Tuesday and
the data is entered into the SAPS registers as indicated in the pro forma SAPS
registers. See ANNEX
These documents and declarations also ensures that the dealer or pawnbroker
is assured that the goods are to the best of their knowledge legal goods and
counter signs the document.
All legal responsibility as dictated in the new draft in Section l5(a)(e) are now
complied with should the seller commit fiaud by supplying any false
information when signing the documents. The dealer can also be called as a
witness for the prosecution, which is iron clad evidence in court.
It also indemnifies registered, law-abiding dealers from possible prosecution
for buying stolen goods.

3 .

4.
5 .

6.

7.

8 .

9.

1 0 .

1 1 .

At anv siven time there are TWO to date for SAPS
or rnsDect
a) The original purchase document plus declaration
b) The original pawn contract plus declaration
c) The information of the purchase document plus declaration in the

SAPS register
d) The information of the pawn agreement plus declaration in the SAPS

register.
The information in any of the two documents is duplicated into the registers
within 12 hours. If a detective or any other SAPS official wishes to access
information the following procedure is followed:
a) Inspecting the register all information is available at a glance per page

of the register. The only information not available is the info in the
numbered books in use on the counter, which would contain only that
specific day's purchases or pawn agreements and are accessible.

b) The goods in the holding area or pawn store are marked with the
numbers of the documents for easy identification. These numbers and
info are duplicated in sequence in the SAPS registers

The moment the goods enter the premises and a purchase of pawn contract is
concluded, the goods get numbered with labels or markers with the numbers of either
of the two documents. This allocated number remains the stock number of the item
no matter where it is stored or displayed on the premises. To find any category of
items it is now only necessary to write down the numbers on the goods and
interrogate the registers where the numbers will be duplicated in number sequence
and date order plus all other information. The original signed document, be it
purchase or pawn, can be extracted from the document books which are numbered
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Dealers and Pawnbrokers.

The most widely used register systems by all registered dealers and especially by
smaller and disadvantaged dealers are very similar to that as described so far but more
simplistic and just as effective.

They complete numbered purchase documents and declarations for all goods
purchased as well as numbered sales invoice documents when goods are sold.

For pawned goods they use a numbered pawl contract and a numbered pawn contract
receipt when the customer pays his pawn contract. Should a pawn customer not
redeem his goods the number of the pawn contract is marked on the goods and when
sold in the showroom the transaction is recorded on a numbered sales invoice, the
same as bought and sold goods but the number of the original pawn contract
appearing on the goods are recorded on the sales document as well as all required
information.

NB This procedure is followed on controlled/declared goods only as dictated in
Secondhand Goods Act No. 23 of 1955 with ail its amendments.

Only controlled/declared goods are recorded in a SAP register. The register is a
combined register for bought and sold goods. It has a receiving section (debit side)
and a sold section (credit side)

The purchase number or pawn contract number of declared goods are recorded in
number and date sequence on the receiving side (debit) and sold or redeemed,
declared goods are recorded on the sold side (credit)

All documents numbered and bounded in books was acceptable according to
SECTION 4+5 of the stated current Law as a register und ir just as effective if not
more so than what the new draft Bill dictates.

Suggestions

To empower and assist small and emerging disadvantaged dealers and pawnbrokers it
is recommended that this system of registers and goods recording be retained and
dictated so by the new draft Bill.
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and bound in book form and books filed in number sequence. The register now only
becomes a reference and the original document and declaration is actually the main
prosecuting legal document.

When any goods, new or secondhand, are sold in any department and a number is
identified on an item, it may not be recorded on a cash register. The cashier
completes a cash sale invoice recording the buyers narne, address, description of
goods and NB the number of the item plus date and time plus signature of the buyer.
At the end of day this information is recorded in the register in the credit section
opposite the information of the seller. The register now indicates the information of
the goods when it was received as well as the information of goods when sold.

Because only one register is kept for buying and selling, all debit (bought) and credit
(sold) entries indicate that the goods are not on the premises anymore should the
credit side be recorded. Goods then have completed a buy/sell cycle. All open spaces
in the credit side indicate that the goods are still on the premises.

Simulated as well as real inspections by the SAPS inspectors indicated that if the type
of goods were known or the name of a suspect or a date, the goods and their full
history and the information and declarations were found and accessed within 10
minutes even as far back as 24 months.

NB T*is plaEp_durg and recording syste_m has been acclaimed by thg SAPS as the best
sJstelu-9-vsl-&vuqd. SAP S*dgtectrYes- haYe
daeugrgnXs countq\"wide .

As all information is recorded in duplicate, dealers also derive the following benefits
a) The SAPS register can be used as a stock record.
b) All information required by SARS is also captured on a daily bases e.g.

'T VAT, SALES, PURCHASES, DOCUME,NTS.
c) Auditors requirements for audits according to company law.
d) All statistical data for the M.F.R.C. is also captured according to their

rules and regulations as well as the Usury Act and the new Credit
Agreement Act.

e) In small and large departmentalised secondhand dealers and
pawnbrokers, sales persons and cashiers write cash sale invoices for
regulated secondhand goods which again the document contains all the
information indicated on the purchase and pawn loan agreement
documents but excluding the declaration.

0 These sales documents are also pre-printed and bound in 100 sequence
numbers containing all the information required by the new draft e.g.
(i) The Dealer
(ii) The Seller

g) From these sales documents the information is copied into the SAPS
register on the credit side, opposite the original information when the
goods were acquired.

h) Again their is a duplicate record, physical legal documents proving the
transfer of ownership from the Dealer to the Buyer as well as the SAPS
register for easy access to the documents and goods.
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NB There are now 2 records (registers) available to the SAPS

a) Registers
b) Supporting legal documents.

The SAPS can apprehend any offender be it the seller or the dealer and 100%

effective prosecution of perpetrators.

Registers

The registers as they are used currently together with documents should be sufficient

to trace any stolen goods and prosecute offenders as the reference numbers, dates and

time and description appear in the register and from the register a SAPS member can

draw and scrutinize also the original documents to prove an offence.

NB The law on income tax also dictates that all these legal documents must be kept

for 5 - 8 years which is also in line with the new draft Bill'

Suggestions

That the system as suggested by the S.D.P.B. be accepted and written into the law.

Dealers would accept it immediately and the SAPS will embrace it willingly-

The system of separate registers for buying/pawning/selling must be scrapped as only

one register with a debit (buying) and a corresponding credit (selling) side will be

more effective.

Selline Secondhand Goods and Buyers Identification

The draft indicates that the personal information and identity of a buyer of

secondhand goods be recorded.

Live studies conducted in all major cities indicated that if it should become

mandatory,l00o/o of clients would refuse to purchase'

Reasons declared are
a) Their identity documents are locked in their vehicles in parking

garages or Parking areas.
b) itrey Oectare thatlhis would be a violation of their constitutional rights

to PrivacY.
c) Some asked why was it necessary to produce ID's when buyng

secondhand goodr together with new goods but not for new goods and

stated factually that they would rather buy secondhand goods from

persons in the street where no ID is required, or not at all. But they

declared that they feel angry of being deprived of the privilege of

having access to secondhand goods at bargain prices on such

conditions.
d) When the same customers were asked if they would furnish their names

and address for record purposes all customers were willing to oblige but

not ID's, which caused total resistance and antagonism'
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FOR A SECONDHAND DEALER AND PAWNBROKER AS WELL AS A
POLICE OFFICIAL TO DEMAND PERSONAL INFORMATION AND ID FROM
ANY PERSON INCLUDING A BUYER OF SECONDHAND GOODS MUST DO
SO ACCORDING TO SECTION 205 OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE ACT

F'OR A DEALER TO DEMAND, WITHOUT A COURT ORDER, PERSONAL
INFORMATION SUCH AS ID., NAME AND ADDRESS IS A VIOLATION OF A
PERSONS CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS.

SEARCH AND SEIZURES

THE CRIMINAL PROCEDURE ACT SECTION 2I-22IS MORE THAT{
ADEQUATE TO EMPOWER SAPS TO PERFORM SUCH TASKS.

QUESTION

THE S.D.P.B. NEEDS URGENT CLAzuFTCATION OF THE FOLLOWING -
DOES THE NEW DRAFT BILL OF SECONDHAND GOODS OVERRIDE THE
C.P.A. IN TERMS OF SEARCH AND SEIZURES OR MUST SUCH OPERA'I-ION
BE CARRIED OUT ACCORDING TO S.A.P.D. NATIONAL INSTRUCTIONS
NI 002/OO2 D.D.2003t02t26 ?
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i)

Buyers also stated that copies of their ID's could be circulated amongst
dubious general office workers who could use it to falsifu such documents.
Dealers declared that in an average normal general secondhand shop with
three pay points located at various positions in the shop the sophistication
and literacy of cashiers would have to elevate to a much higher standard as
what is currently employed which will be non cost effective and cause
unemployment.
It was also established that at an average dealer there would be + 6 sets or
more of SAPS registers in circulation, which is impractical. The most
basic employees would have to be experts in the Law of Secondhand
Goods to perform their duties. A normal administrative mistake by such
persons could cause a dealer, or an employee to be fined Rl5 000 or a jail
sentence of 3 years imposed with the probable loss of the dealers permit.
The cost of a transaction would now escalate to * Rl5.00, the highest in
the world where the average transaction cost of new of secondhand goods,
currently, in all trades, are less than R5.00 all costs inclusive.
The extra time paid for labour to adhere to all the regulatory functions
required by different govemment institutions would be so prohibitive that
it would decimate the total general secondhand dealer and pawnbroking
industry.
NB It would be to labour intensive, administratively costly and technically
advanced for any emerging, previously, disadvantaged entrepreneur to
enter or participate in. The only dealers who could benefit are the large
corporate entities such as Cash Converters and Cash Crusaders who have
the capital and expertise and other resources to comply with the new draft
Bill, yet their market penetration countrywide does not constitute the
volumes of independent dealers located in e.g. Vereniging or a suburb of
Johannesburg.

,are the most regulated retail industry in the world.

This does not align with what Govemment is advocating at present as policy to free
the small and medium business sectors of over resulation.

A spokesperson of the SAPS mentioned to us that

e)

0

s)

h)

a)

b)

We should present alternatives for not having to ID buyers of
secondhand goods.
That the draft Bill contains scope to apply for exemption from certain
compliance.

Alternatives

When the same spokesman of the SAPS was asked why was it necessary to ID buyers
he replied: "to seize goods!"

The S.D.P.B. have studied this disclosure and came to the conclusion that if the only
reason is that goods could be seized then for what reason? for evidence? to return
such goods to rightful owners, who normally would have been compensated by
insurance? If the correct procedure to determine ownership is followed, legally by the
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SAPS, the cost, time and pressure on manpower and resources to try and seize loh or
less of stolen goods that flows through registered dealers, it is the opinion of the
S.D.P.B. that this specific action would be a futile exercise causing untold financial
damage to the industry which the R.S.A. Government with its fight against poverty
and unemployment cannot afford. It does not combat crime. To try and suggest
alternatives is not possible as the S.D.P.B. has no information available from the
SAPS to what the intention are of identifuing buyers as there has been no constructive
consultations until date 7 April 2005. Without constructive information seminars and
debates, it is virtually impossible to offer alternatives. If the possibility of exemptions
is explored then the draft does not offer any guidance as to the criteria and grounds on
which such exemptions could be granted. If however, exemptions should be granted
and all applicants are of the opinion that their reason is just, the new law will become
useless.

Susgestions

The old law declared only certain high profile goods as regulated goods. This caused
General Secondhand Dealers to either avoid such goods as it was to costly or
administrative intensive to control. over the many years larger dealers have
developed specialized departments within their businesses to deal in a very selected
few categories of regulated goods if there was a demand in their demographic area.
Normally only specialist dealers deal in e.g. car parts and spares, clothing, bicycles,
metal etc.

To grant exemption to individual applicators and excluding the masses could cause
much litigation against the SAPS, Minister of Law and order and expensive
declaratory applications in courts based on various constitutional and other laws such
as Constitutional Law and Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair
Discrimination Act no.4 of 2000.

Registers - explain (see Annex E)

NB The only and best recommendation tendered conceming identification of Buyers
and Sellers is that the law must be amended to classii' different categories of dealers
in the industry e.g. car spares and accessories, jewellers, motor vehicles, auctioneers,
scrap metal dealers.

Most such dealers are specialist dealers operating in very specific market niches.

The Pawnbrokers and General Secondhand Dealers howevei, deal in most of all such
categories but in a less vigorous or specialist way and it is for seen that an individual
dealer who applies for exemptions would not be successful.

The S.D.P.B.
a)

suggests the following
That General Secondhand Dealers apply for a certificate inclusive of
all classes.
That the Law dictates that all goods bought, none excluded, together
with the sellers ID, must be recorded.
NB that a General Secondhand Dealer and Pawnbroker be exempted
from having to identifz buyers of certain second hand goods through

b)

c)
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regulation or that their names and address be taken but not their ID's
e.g. hardware, furniture, major and small electrical appliances, sports
goods, TV's, bedding etc. Controlled or regulated goods must be
declared as such through regulation and can be altered constantly by
the Minister through amendments to categories of goods when it is
identified that such categories or specific goods become high profile
crime related goods, e.g. car radios, cell phones, jewellery, optical
instruments

NB General Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers can now, according to goods
classified as controlled goods by regulation, decide to deal in such goods and if so
decided, create a specialist department for such categories with higher profile
personnel, infrastructure and admin technology should they wish to do so.

NB These measures will not inconvenience current registered law-abiding dealers as
with small adjustments to management and admin procedures the draft can be
complied with effectively, immediately. Another suggested measure would be that
buyers could only be required to give their name and address but not their ID. This
will assist dealers in simplifuing their admin procedures and not inconvenience or
antagonize customers.

7 Day Holding Period

This is another major controversial obstacle facing General Secondhand Dealers and
Pawnbrokers.

Pawnbrokers
Pawnbroking departments in a business can at random decide wether they
would want to pawn large furniture and appliance items or not, depending on
storage availability as most pawn goods are kept in storage for longer than 7
and up to 30 days in all cases, to comply to other laws. This has been the case
for the past 50 years.

General Secondhand Dealers
Ifa dealer is not a specialist secondhand dealer and deals in secondhand
fumiture and appliances it would be impossible to comply to the 7 day storage
period before selling and this could _cguse at least 50% of curent d
close down within 6 months should the draft Bill be accepted. Again causing
harm to small and medium enterprise.
NB A specialist dealer or General Secondhand Dealers could easily store
jewellery, car radios, TV's, machinery, tools, small electrical appliances,
sports goods etc. for 7 days as they occupy small volume storaqe space.

Fumiture, large appliances, bedding etc. occupy huge floor space e.g. in the space of
one lounge suite you can store jewellery to the value of l0 million Rand. Most
corporate furniture chain stores do not trade in fumiture and appliance goods due to
their limited floor space and the cost thereof. They contract General Secondhand
Dealers to do their trade-ins and instruct to remove such goods directly from the
customer. To most General Secondhand Dealers these soods are their main tradins
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stock and also their main source of income derived from the sale of large furniture
and household goods. In most cases as high as 70Yo of all sales and income.

General Secondhand Dealers are also the largest buyers of e.g. auctioned secondhand
household furniture, office furniture and equipment, shop fittings and equipment etc.

General Secondhand Dealers also enter into contracts with short term insurance
companies such as Santam, Mutual, Federal etc.to buy and remove all goods damaged
and covered by insurance.

NB The General Secondhand Dealer have been doing so for many decades and
because most of these goods were not regulated, dealers could on receiving them,
display them immediately for sale. If such goods according to contract become
excessive in quantity, which, often does, they release pressure on storage by selling
excess goods to other dealers or having them auctioned.

These large space consuming goods will now have to be kept for 7 days and if it is
taken into account that an average dealer concludes as much as 60 - 70 secondhand
deals a day, he would have to double his premises or hire, very costly, storage space
(which also needs another certificate) which must be sta"ffed with security etc. Most
dealers have long leases and if legislation forces them to retain large fumiture and
appliance items for 7 days, they would close down or be liquidated.

Suggestion

All independent, individual General Secondhand Dealers will apply for exemption
from certain large fumiture and appliance categories, which would be counter
productive to the legislation.

Furniture and large electrical appliance and bedding are virtually never goods that are
involved with crime due to their transportability except when HP goods are sold to
dealers with fraudulent declarations by customers which should not be a police matter
but a business risk and settled in civil law suites.

The S.D.P.B. suggests it should be dictated by the new Law that such goods are
automatically exempt for 7 days if a dealer is registered, legal compliant, and adheres
strictly to the recording systems what the S.D.P.B. and its members and associates
suggests.

NB Studies, over a period of 12 months, in the whole R.S.A. indicated that only 2
cases could be found where by goods were discovered or identified as stolen goods at
registered dealers and pawnbrokers by SAPS during the first 7 days. Hardly any or
few up to 30 days and most between 60 - 90 days and then virtually all the cases were
where consumers sold H.P. goods under fraudulent or false declarations and all were
successfully prosecuted except where the H.P. merchant withdrew charges after
settlements with customers were reached.

This indicates that the 7 days waiting period was according to the old law non-
productive to combat crime and will be with the new law at registered General
Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers.



Intensive research indicated that the 7 days waiting period indicated in the old law
promulgated in 1955, was because transport, technology and communication systems
were very slow and tedious. The incidence of recorded theft was a fraction of what it
is currently and dealers were very limited. Most SAPS members at the time still
travelled and conducted inspections with bicycles. The population was * 25 million
and included Namibia.

16(1)(a)(b)(c)

If a dealer or Pawnbroker, as normal procedure reads the contents of a purchase or
pawn declaration to a customer before it is signed by the customer (see attached
purchase document) according to all legal opinions received, the dealer or
Pawnbroker will be indemnified from all prosecution should the seller of goods
fraudulently sell goods that is not his property.

When cell phones specifically are sold or pawned by customers to dealers and
Pawnbrokers and after doing so reports the cell phone as stolen, the dealer must be
indemnified against prosecution as he made more than reasonably sure that it was not
stolen or suspect goods.

NB In practice the customer obtains a SAPS case number when they fraudulently
report the cell phone been stolen. They then contact the cell phone service provider or
company and report the phone stolen and quote the SAPS case number.

The dealer keeps the cell phone for 7 days and when the phone is marketed, he
discovers that the phone has been de-activated. The declaration plus all the
information of the fraudster is now available should the dealer lay charges to try and
recoup his capital.

In practice the following happened in all cases studied
a) The SAPS accepts and records the charge and opens a case docket.
b) In most cases nothing happened.
c) In some cases a detective arrived, took a statement and seized the

specific cell phone and supplied a storage number.
d) Again nothing happened, no progress.
e) When the SAPS were interrogated as to progress on cases, not even the

cell phones could be found.
f) In some cases it was found that no investigation had progressed

conceming the cases.

The conclusion is that no matter what dealers do to assist in combating crime, the
SAPS views the dealers as criminals and not the fraudsters. In all these cases the
dealers lost their capital advanced on such deals ranging from R450 - Rl500 per item.
Some dealers report that co-operating with the SAPS over a period of a year cost
various dealers in excess of R25 000. The S.D.P.B. roughly estimates that if all such
non-progress cases were demanded to be reported and acted on, over the past 5 - 7
years, it would not be possible over the next 15 years.
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r6Q)

To report any case to any SAPS member on duty and receive a report number would
not on its own combat crime and thus be futile.

Suggestion

Such information as required can only be recorded in the form of a declaration
document.

Further conclusions are that should a customer after hearing what the conditions are
of a pawn of a purchase and the goods are "hot", they would rather declare that they
would want to think about the deal and come back, should they want to continue.

It is the opinion of the S.D.P.B. that this section is useless, as the SAPS could never
perform in the past.

18(2)(3)

Should a manager or owner be on holiday when such an act is administratively,
incorrectly performed by a normal staffmember, it is unacceptable and unfair to
prosecute the employee. By implication it means that if compared to any other
business of even a state department, a junior employee can be prosecuted for a simple
mistake and receive a Rl5 000 fine or 3 years imprisonment.

The S.D.P.B. is of the opinion that to demand this from any employee is grossly

unfair, turconstitutional and against the Labour Laws.

The question is what is the legislator's motivation or intention with this section, as it
does not proactively combats crime and should be omitted. Section l8(1) is sufficient
but the S.D.P.B. is of the opinion that section 18(1) should not be applicable should a
dealer be registered and uses the document and registers correctly. Law-abiding,
legally and compliant dealers and Pawnbrokers should be protected bv legislation not

be prosecuted for complvh To leave it to the discretion of grass roots SAPS
members to interpret could be very problematic.

CHAPTER 4

I  e(1)

A police official must be described more comprehensively although the "definitions"
in the draft does so it is not acceptable as the following often happens in practice.

A customer who larows somebody at the local police station asks such a person to
accompany him or her. On arrival at a dealer the police member identifies themselves
but it becomes very apparent that the police member has no knowledge of such
investigations or procedures or the Law on Secondhand Goods. They seize such
goods without documentation and if confronted by a dealer that procedures are not

being adhered to, the dealer is intimidatf,and notified that he could be arrested for
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obstruction ofjustice. Reporting such conduct to higher authorities meets with

animosity and no co-oPeralion-

A case study done by the S.D.P.B. revealed that many employees employed by the

SAPS in an admin capacity also have a form of internal SAPS identification card but

is not an accredited trained policeman'

The case that was studied was where such a police employee with ID document laid

claim to a cell phone fraudulently for own uie with a closed docket' The incident was

reported to the head of crime prwention, who declared that the matter would be

investigated and managed internally. Six months later it was found that nothing was

done about the case and the dealer lost a R600 cell phone which when it was acquired

complied in detail to the Law. Information collected indicates that similar incidents

trappen many times daily countrywide. where it is reported and prosecution or

investigation is insisted on, nothing happens, ln one case that was studied the dealer

was intimidated by detectives on an ottgoittg basis and even threatened that drugs etc'

would be planted and found on his pr"iir"Jund that he would be arrested and put in

jail should he carry on insisting on prosecution of the SAPS member who was

involved.

Sugeestion

The Law must dictate which dedicated, trained SAPS officials are mandated by law to

investigate or seize any such goods at registered dealers and Pawnbrokers'

1e(lxh)

After registers and books are seized for inspection, SAPS officials remove such books

and receipts are issued. A dealer cannot now conduct any business firrther as the

reference no's or sales cannot be recorded'

pledgors callnot redeem their goods. A case studied in upinglonduring 2004

indicated that the SAPS held a deaier's documents fot 2 112 months and when they

were returned with nothing found, some of the documents and registers were missing'

The dealer was taken to court and sued by several customers for damages etc'

Suegestion

The procedure of seizure of documents and registers must be specified in the Law in

,.r"h u way that a dealer can continue with business'

2r,c)'

Sealing off of Premises

Subsection (d) is causing mass hysteria and much academical and legal professional

disbelief. This subsection outrages the S.D.P.B-, its members and associates'

"(d) In contravention of this act'"
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This implies without any doubt that any SAPS member as described in the draft Law,
can on suspicion alone seal off a business for an undisclosed period while
investigating a probable frivolous admin mistake.

Dealers across the country have ample proof of SAPS officials who bear grudges as
well as the S.D.P.B. who have done many studies into this phenomenon. The
problem is complex and very real.

However this subsection renders the Criminal Procedure Act nil and void.

A medium to large registered General Secondhand Dealer and Pawnbroker employs
on average 15-35 employees and generates a daily sales turnover of R25 000-R50
000. Should such a dealer be sealed off the followine could result

a)
b)
c)

The employees must be paid
All infrastructure must be maintained and paid for
Contracts to delivery and receiving of goods per contract will be
cancelled and most receiving of new goods as well as secondhand
goods are contractual agreements and carry penalty clauses from
suppliers.
The image of a businessman in the market place could be ineparably
damaged. Many Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers compete with
super stores such as Game, Pick & Pay, Checkers etc in selling new
goods at competitive prices but also offer customers trade-in facilities
(acquired). They display new goods in departmentalised showrooms
for sale with quality secondhand goods adjacent to such goods at 50&
of the price of the new goods. Many such dealers have various pawn

depots in a city e.g. Bloemfontein or Welkom where the main business
is a 2 500 square meter store and operate pawn depots in very large
suburbs in the city as a secondhand goods generator. To a very large
customer base these stores have become "destination" stops. Such a

business, if sealed off, could suffer damages of hundreds of thousands
of Rands and will lead to claims of hundreds of thousands of Rands
against the State as well as civil legal action against a police official.

Such a civil legal action is now pending against a senior police official
in the Free State and is unnecessary.

d)

Sugqestion

Subsection 21(d) must be omitted. Altematively it must be changed, to a very strict

procedure to be followed that a premise may be sealed off for reasons described in

iubsection (aXbXc) but that for any other reason stated in the Law, by court order

only and the registered dealer affected must be afforded the curtesy of his legal

advisors to be present to oversee the procedure that all legal procedures and court

orders are strictly adhered to.

This subsection 21(d) is so controversial that it could cause expensive litigation and

declaratory order applications to the Supreme Court and also the Constitutional Court.

The S.D.P.B. is backed in our analyses and assumptions by senior advocates,

academics and formal business organizations such as S.A.C-O.B.,
F.A.B.C.O.S.,Federate Chambers of Commerce and A.H.I.
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The S.D.P.B. is dedicated in its mission to combat crime, assist in crime prevention

strategies but also be instrumental in protecting the rights of all existing and emerging
entrepreneurs in the General Secondhand Dealer and Pawnbroker trade.

CHAPTER 5

23( r )

Acceptable but at least adequate notice and time must be allowed for rural

Pawnbrokers who do not have access to computers or technology etc. and most do not

even know that a Government Gazette exists.

Notification of a change in regulations must be adequately communicated within an

acceptable time frame. Affected dealers must be consulted.

25(in total)

It is the opinion of the S.D.P.B. that not one SAPS official from the bottom to the top

has the expertise to determine a just administrative fine. Only a competent court has.

Section 25 (5)

This section intimidates a dealer or Pawnbroker and leaves them with no obtiens,

which is unfair and not conducive to promote the image of the SAPS with the industry

in total.

Susgestion

Such administrative fines must in future be limited or capped at e.g. not more the

R400 - R500 for registered dealers, which would be more than a deterrent to comply.

Any gross violation of admin transgressions must be prosecuted through a competent

court.

Fines and Jail Sentences

The draft Bill imposes fines and jail sentences that are so grossly out of line with

other offences such as rape, hi-jacking, theft, assault etc. that legal opinions indicate

that to venture into such categories of business is so extremely risky that financial

institutions would not, because of the Law, advance finance to such businesses and

existing dealers will rather close down. These harsh penalties will cause much of the

General Secondhand Dealers trade and Pawnbrokers to move underground-

Most law-abiding registered dealers and Pawnbrokers have indicated that the risk of

being caught or prosecuted for frivolous, administrative contraventions are so easy

that participating in the trade illegally as 70o/o of all industries have done over the past

50 years involves the same risks and penalties as being law-abiding.
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NB the SAPS have prosecuted mainly registered law-abiding dealers relentlessly
during this period, not only on the Law of Secondhand Goods but also the Usury Act.
The draft Law offers no protection to legal registered dealers. Due to many grudges
over many years held by old and new SAPS members, including Apartheid relics
against dealers, prosecution under the new Law could intensifu. The SAPS are
currently and were previously one of the largest sections of the General Secondhand
Dealers and Pawnbrokers customer base.

NB There are no incentives for unregistered dealers and Pawnbrokers to become
legal compliant except being prosecuted either way.

The S.D.P.B. is of the opinion that for General Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers
to apply for certain exemptions will be a futile attempt.

36(1X2X3X4)

Many dealers have goods in stock and on display to the value of R3 - 5 million. To

describe 500 spanners or 40 lounge suites or 80 fishing reels all similar and virtually

identical, will be a futile non- productive exercise. The suggested, proven number

system offers the only solution as suggested by the S.D.P.B. A description and a

number is the only way forward.

SUMMARY

The S.D.P.B. over the past year have done intensive studies in how the total

secondhand trade could in partnership with the SAPS regulate the trade.

Due to diversity, complexity and infinitely many categories of Secondhand Dealers in

the R.S.A. such a structure due to each being uniquely different to the next, most

having nothing in common with each other, would be top heary and disfirnctional

from its inception.

Many models such as Security, Real Estate and Insurance Brokers were studied but

offer no guidelines for solutions due to the diversity and complexity. Mainly

watchdog organizations must evolve in each category and over many years after

stabilizing and becoming entrenched, could frnd common ground to co-operate at top

level with other categories as they share one common feature e.g. they all deal in

secondhand goods.

The draft Law is to administratively complicated and costly to contribute to promote

or create sustainable wealth in a 3rd world emerging economy. Previously

disadvantaged, poorly educated masses will not be empowered to enter this popular

base line business sector for an unforeseeable many years to come. It definitely

reminds all prospective and participating General Secondhand Dealers and

Pawnbrokers of harsh, unpractical, discriminating, Apartheid legislation which should

not be allowed.

The S.D.P.B. is op the opinion that the legislator has the resources, the competence,

capacity and the will to produce a law that promotes co-operation and expansion of

small and medium business enterprise but only through intentional and pro-active

consultation based on equitable statistics and research.
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It is very evident that if one studies the registers and administrative procedures of the
draft Law that most or very liffle input and lack of knowledge was applied when
drafting the law. Business categories that the S.D.P.B. have found that could have or
had given input excluding scrap metal merchants, have never been exposed to the
Law on Secondhand Goods as have been the case with General Secondhand Dealers
and Pawnbrokers.

A written contribution concerning suggestions and guidelines to the SAPS can only

serve the purpose of highlighting certain aspects. Intentional and pro-active debate

and consultation must follow to ensure that new legislation is correct and implemental

first time round.

The opinion of the S.D.P.B. is that only large corporate General Secondhand Dealers

will be able to comply with the new draft law and not the thousands of independent

registered and unregistered dealers.

A promising way forward could be to split the draft Law into two sections e.g.

Administrative and Criminal procedural. The Sectoral Policing division of the SAPS

must police the administrative section with dedicated police officials who are trained

and NB the dealers will trust and with whom they will co-operate and form

partnerships. Detectives etc. who investigate criminal cases must not prosecute

dealers for administrative offences but report them or lay charges through or at the

sector police offrcial in charge of the sector where such a dealer is located. Dealers

will alio assist and report illegal dealers in their vicinity or sector to the sector police

official who would then activate inspections, prosecutions etc. These suggested

modus operandi would kick-start and promote self-regulating mechanisms in all

industries that will relieve pressure on stressed SAPS manpower resources- Such a

system will also promote the intended partnership policing initiatives and policies of

the SAPS and Government, which all law-abiding registered dealers are eager and

willing to embrace.

This system will effectively ensure that all illegal unregistered dealers are identified in

the shortest possible time. Every category will now be empowered to identiff and

report illegai dealers to sector police officials who can visibly prosecute and rid the

system of non-complying reluctant dealers

The S.D.P.B. is confident that all the aspirations and suggestions, put forward in this

presentation, are representative of the vast majority of the secondhand industry^including 
its customer base and are similar to that of such a dynamic, democratic

Government of the day as what is currently ruling in the R.S'A'

The S.D.P.B., it's members and associated state for the record that they are

committed, willing, equipped and available to assist the SAPS in every endeavour to

promulgate new Laws and regulations to combat crime and to participate,

intentionally and proactively in all actions to implement it.




